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~ti-al F1orida ·g~ ·representative·on BOR
by Jamie Carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

After a six-month absence
from the Florida Board ofRegents, Central Florida has a
voice once
againthanks to a
policy
change in re-

f)

28 Pages

a~ not picked according to region. Th.ey must represent
[theirJstatewide appointment."
He said regions are not a factor
in choosing new regents.
From January ~o July Ross
Wolf, ex-student regent of the
BOR and UCF graduate student, served as the only remaining regent from Central

Florida. Wolfs one-year term from a..D area means they will
ended this week (See related focus on the closest universtory).
sity. They use that univer- ·
The turnover placed more sity as an example to stay in
responsibilities on Wolf. "I've touch with problems.
been wearing different hats as
Charles B. Edwards, BOR
the Orlando regent, student re- chairman, said, ''Not having
gent and tryingto combine those a regent from the area should
two," Wolf said last spring.
Wolf said having a regent
BOR continued page 6
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No lllOre foi;iegn Janguage?

:

Bryan says requ[r¢rh~ht could change
will make it work because we
are professionals," he said.
Bryan also said he was imUCF Interim President Rob- pressed with the campus which
ert Bryan said the.foreign lan- recently opened a $4.1 million
guage requfrement ,should or joint facility building with Daywill be changed within the next tona Beach Community College.
The branch campus has refour to five months.
Bryan addressed the rising ceiv~d donations to establish an
debate over the foreign language endowed professorship in envi- ·
proficiency policy, among other ronmental studies and an entopics, when he spoke at the dowednursingchaii:. The school
UCF Daytona Beach Campus also began its master's degree
program in business adminislast week.
'The foreign language depart- tration with the onset of the fall
men tand the students have been semester.
TALK SESSION
"I sense there is a great enfeeling the straills of this requirement,"
he
said.
for the university in
thusiasm
Interim President Robert Bryan spoke with Sarah Pappas, Daytona Campus administrator, and
A committee appointed by this community," Bryan said.
other officials last week. He disrussed the foreign language requirement. (Sandra L. KarrrrcFF)
He mainly addressed the
UCF Provost Richard Astro wlll
be reviewing the foreign lan-. problem of an increase of stuguage requirement.
dents and a decrease offunding
Bryan spoke with Daytona for the campus. The main camBeach campus officials, faculty pus enrollment is expected to
received a complaintat3:50 a.m. mission and accused him of and staff members so that they remain the same as last year's
by Sandra Pedicini
can get to know their president. enrollment, partly because
at the complex which houses stealing money.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The
meeting also served as a school officials limited growth.
"Basically what happened is,
college students, primarily those
there was a guy walking communication session forth em The school served about 23, 000
A UCF student was arrested who attend UCF.
on a charge of burglary at the
According to the sheriff's re- around... and he was going in to express their views on how students in 1990. ·
Enrollment at the Daytona
Collegiate Village Inn Monday port, Santiago was arrested af- people's rooms, girls who were the campus is running.
"We
are
facing
the
worst
budcampus
is expected to rise 15
morning.
ter three people complained he leaving their rooms open, and
Efrain Santiago, 18, was ar- entered their unlocked rooms at guys ...he was just going in their get year in the history of the percent. However, lack of funduniversity. We are forging
rested by the Orange County Collegiate Village Inn on UniINN continued page 5 ahead, morale is good and we
Sheriffs Department after it versity Drive without their perVISIT continued page 5
by Sandra L. Karr ·

DAYTONA BEACH CAMPUS
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SPA.R Cstation IPC
from Sun Microsystems

Sun's SPARCstation™ IPC
gives users the power, h~gh-resolution .
displays, expandability, and networking
capabilities of high-perf9rn:tance
workstations -at prices lower than high-end PCs.

•

•
•

•

•

Features Include:
High Performance 25-MHz SPARC integer floating-point unit
11.8 SPECmarks (17.4 MIPS and 2.2 :MFLOPS)
8MB onboard memory expandable to 48 MB
SCSI-2 Port Built-in
Audio I/O port
207MB Internal Hard Disk

•
•

•

Built-in Networking . Built in Ethernet J?Ort
Sun's ONC™ open systems distributed computerg environment

Easy to use OPEN LOOK graphical user interface
Open}Vindows DeskSet enviromant
SunOS 4.1.1 Preinstalled on the disk

Now, For a limited time ONLY $3,283*
* Wi~h a Qualified -trade worth $1000. See your dealer for details.
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CRIME EXTRA
.
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UCF Police Department offers
programs on crime prevention
trols. This fall, a p·olice officer·
will knock at students' doors to
- · offer students a free engraving
Can you imagine existing in service. The purpose of this sera world of const.ant fear? The vice is to engrave personal propUCF Police Department can, erty so that it can be distinand it does not want UCF stu- guished if stolen.
However,accordingt~pollce,
dents to experien.ce it.
That'swhyithastakenmany theft is relatively low on cammeasures to secure safety on pus. Dorms have hall monitors
that aid in security ofresidents.
campus.
If the department only took Nevertheless, nothing can be
measures to support crime pre- done if one leaves their door
vention after a crime had been unlocked.
committed, they would be .deTo assist the security ofresifeating the purpose of C! pro- dence halls, Resident Hall Pagram, according to the police trols work nightly tO monitor
department.
grounds. Aside from monitorHowever, if police always ing dormitories, .the patrols
wo.rk towards providing a safe check lighting, keeps in contact
environment, crime can be pre-· with the police department and
vented. With this in mind, the checks security hardware .
police department set out three
Another Crime Preventi_on
years ago to form a crime pre- -Program available to you is the
vention unit that would benefit Student Escort Patrol Service.
SEPS uses escorts to walk stuthe UCF community.
The Crime Prevention Unit dents to dorms or cars during
has grown quickly.· Changes thenight.Justcall823-2424for
have been made according to service.
the growingpopulationat UCF.
Other programs have been
The urut uses police cars for developed to educate the compatrols. However, it has adopted munityin crime awareness. The
a new patrol unit, bicycle pa- unit is putting out a brochure,
trols.
"A guide to safer living."
The bicycle patrols are effec...
Details inside give tips about
tive on campus in the sense that safety on and off campus as well
they achieve what a car cannot: · as upcomingprograms. Personal
Observation between buildings safety presentations are given
and surveying campus groWlds. to students and organizations
The unit's scope of public when requested. The objective
awareness extends beyond pa- of the pro~am is to educate the
by Liza Butler

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

community. According to the
program, if the few that are educated go on to educatemore, than
the programs are sureessful.

Alcohol Server Training:
Anew program, Alcohol Server
Training, is geared toward educating those sponsoring social
events on campus about the
awareness of alcohol. It also
teaches the discouragement of
drinking and driving.
_This year the UCF Police
Department will hold it's third
arm ual October Crime Prevention Month. This fair will discuss crime prevention techniques. Displays are used to aid
the community in safety choices
for themselves and family.

SexualAssaultAwareness
Programs are also administered at- UCF. Victim Advocates is available to members of
the UCF community who need
counseling due to a violent crime.
The program was established to
give support to victims and to
fill the officer/victim void that is
commonly felt.
Advocates hold fair treatment for all involved. Advocates, or coWlselors, are peers
and colleagues that have been
trained to administer counseling sessions. They also give referral services when requested.
If students are interested in
advocate counseling, or know
someonewhomightneedit, they
can call 823-2165.

For three years, UCF has
experienced a virtually crime
safe environment, according to
the police dep-artment.
One factor that contributes
to this is UCF's location. It is
removed from the city. UCF,_in
comparison to other Florida
schools, is also quite_young.
Schools such as FSU or UF
have an extensive population

and are closer to crime areas.
Sgt. San~raMcClendori, head
of the Crime Prevention Unit,
said campus vandilism was low.
"Students have the freedom
to express themselves with banners and flyers. The need to
vandalize isn't there," she said.
However, she believes pride
CRIME continued page 5

UF, Gainesville a<Wocate precaution one year after btutal murders
.1

by Amy Reynolds

•

•

•

•

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The 34th Str·e et graffiti wall is an
ever-changing kaleidoscope of colors and
words - a permanence is unheard of. At
least is was.
Two weeks after a killer murdered
five college students, an anonymous artist painted the victims' names on a section of the wall-white letters on black.
A red heart was drawn underneath. 'We
love you" and 'We miss you," has been
the only addition to the memorial since
then.
ThetributetoSonjaLarson, 18; Christine Powell, 1 7; Christa Hoyt, 18; Tracey
Iµez Paules, 23; and Manuel Taboada,
23 remains today. Four were University
of Florida students. One attended Santa
Fe Community College.
OnAug.26,1990,policeinGainesville
found the first body in a stringofmutilation murders that stunned the nation.
The University of Florida and the
Gainesville community are prepared to
remember the victims and to promote
increased campus safety at home and
across the nation.
''Most police experts tell us the biggest
problem is getting students to take the
precautions that most ofus practice routinely," saidDr. John V. Lombardi, president of the University of Florida.
To help remind students, Lombardi
sent a letter to the 34,000 who attend the
university. It tells them of additional
security measures on campus and asks
them to call home often.
The parents are not the only ones
worrying. Last year students flocked to
stores to buy locks, guns and mace. Fear
was so widespread that thousands f
students went home for a week. Some
did not return.
Many still suffer anxiety caused by
the murders.

JoAnne Kaul is a senior who lived
with_her boyfriend in an apartment near
where the first two bodies were found
last year.
"At first we got really scared. We
freaked," she said.
Now, Kaul said she has three locks on
he apartment's front door and three locks
on her bedroom door. She adds, "I will

never live on a bottom floor apartment."
Kelly Burlingame, a jWlior transfer
student, is moving into the Williamsburg
Apartments where Powell and Larson
were killed.
"I'm starting to be more cautious now,"
said Bur]jngame, who will live with her
sister nd her sister's boyfriend. "I'mjust
going r 1 try to make sure my doors are
alwa\ locked and that I'm not alone."
P~ ): 1e living on the off-campus apart-

ment ·complexes where studert.ts were
murdered aren't the only ones taking
greater security measures.
"Last year we were really scared,"
saidJon Barash, a member ofPi Lambda
Phi fraternity. 'We had 10 people staying in our apartment and one .ofthe guys
parked his Harley Da,vid'son (motorcycle)
in front of our apart:ment door. We

Lt. Sadie Darnell, Gainesville police·
spokeswoman.
·
""There are not guarantees that we're
not going to have more student victims,
but we can make a concerted effort. There
will be some people who will say, 'That
happened in Gainesville, Florida. It won't
happen here.' That's ignorant," she said.
"All you can do is try to learn from it."
Since the Florida killings, a 55-member special task force sta:ffed by the
Florida Department of Law Enforcement, the Alachua County Sheriff's Department, Gainesville police and the FBI
has been working to solve the killings.
Police say their main suspect is Danny
Harold Rolling, 37, of Shreveport, La.
Rolling is injail following an indictment
for robbing a supermarket in nearby
Ocala, Fla. That robbery placed him in
th~ area at the time of the killings.
Rolling a1so faces burglary charges in
Tampa, where he Jed sheriff's deputies
on a chase that ended in a shootout, said
John Joyce, FDLE spokesman.
Joyce said the car that Rolling drove
was reportedly _stolen from Gainesville
two days after police found the bodies.
Rolling is also a suspect in three murders in Shreveport and faces possible
attempted murder charges for assaulting his father.
Rolling was named prime suspect after genetic evidence linked him to the
crime scenes, police said.
Shortly after the Gainesville murders,
thought people might think a biker lived former UF student Edward Humphrey,
there or something and would leave us 19, of Melbourne, Fla., was the prime
alone."
suspect. Inability to conclusively place
Tensions eased after the arrests of Humphrey at the crime scenes through
two suspects in the slayings.
genetic testing made authorities look
Then, two female UF students were ·elsewhere for a suspect.
found strangled to death in their offHumphrey is now at a Florida psychicampus apartment in June. A carpet atric hospital where .he is serving time
cleaner has been charged in connection for assaulting his grandmother. He is
with their deaths.
"It'sacomplete ... BOOM!feeling," saidGAINESVILLE continued page 5
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Hungiy Soviets get taste of UCF

SG gives jobs to students,

UN chooses UCF's accounting book to teach Western ways

needed workers to librmy

by Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVIC E

Red-eyed accounting students at the University of Central Flo:r.ida and other U.S. ~olleges
and universities can take solace in the fact that
they are not the only ones to suffer through the
weighty "Principals of Accounting." Now Russians will too.
The 1,300-page classic, written_ by UCF's
Henry R. Anderson and Belverd E. Needles, Jr.,
a professor at DePaul University in Chicago, has
been chosen by a United Nations agency to be the
only beginning general accounting book to be
.used in the Soviet Union's university system.
Due to the monumental task of translating
the text, only one book was selected.

With communism crumbling, Soviets are being
forced to adopt Western business concepts, leaving educators scrambling for help.
Because there is little familiarity with American accountingmethodsand terms, Western busi~
nessmen in Soviet ventures have complained that
they don 1t understand Russian ac~ounting methods.
"It's amazing to think an entire cou,n,tcy will be
adopting the methods set out in our book," said
Anderson, who will spend two weeks instructing
Soytet professors on use of the book in the spring.
"Given a chance for free enterprise, I think they
will be thirsty for what we have to offer."
A team of Soviet professors is working on
translation of the text, with completion expected
in the next fall.

126 students. However, fi nancial aid provided the liSTAFF REPORTER
brary with 14 more students
Student Government . is and SG will add five to that
providing the library with five number.
Marlin said SG will fund
student staff members
through a newly created job the program up to $15,000 a
fiscal year.The library will
program.
· SG has invented a "jobs match this figure.
''This is a scholarship"
for students" program in
Marlin
said, and there will
which students will be hired
by SG to work in the library. be requirements. ''We have
Chris Marlin, SG public setthereq~red GPAata2.5
relations director, said the overall, minimum."
He said that too many
job was created to provide
students with jobs and to scholarships have a standard
place them in an area that is of a 3.0 GPA. SG doesn't
in "direct access t o students." want to exclude tho e stuLynn LaBrake, library dents who have "a respectassociate director, said thaL able 2.5."
The one probl e m :.\farlin
without the help ·of SG Lhe
1ibrary would not be able to sees with this program is
thaL it is to he revised annufunction l ike norma1. Th
budget for the library th is al ly . Marlin said J ason
year was about a third of OiBona , student body pres1dent, liked the pro~am bu
what it was last year.
LaBrake says it takes 150 added h is successor.
Appbcations will be restudent staff members to_
h ave the full support needed viewed by th ree SG repreto operate. Thi s year the li- sentatives and t wo library
brary was able to hire only staff member s.

•

by Rebecca Falcon
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Music Reviewers
Wanted

Are you interested in musiC:? Do you have a critical ear1
If so, The Central Florida Future has a job for you.
Our music reviewers
get to hear the best (and worst) today's music,
and then tell the world what they th1nk of It.
If you've got what It takes and would like to join our staff, then
call UCF-NEWS or drop by the office and
fill out an application today.
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FING.ER BALL
Just how does he balance that ball? Comedian Mark Nizer used a student as a prop when

FREE!!

he performed at the SAC Tuesday night. The activity was sponsored by CAB.

Buy one

.

(Jim Ferguson/

.

Ilitemational ~oups find voice in·SG
New cultural affairs advocate wants community involvement
by Rebecca Falcon
STAFF REPORTER

Student Government created
a new executive position-Cultural Affairs Advocate
Terri Francis, who filled the
position, will act as a liaison
between SG and the intematjonal organizations on campus.
The position will pay $4.60 per
hour.
The post was recently created by SG. Chris Marlin, SG
public relations director, said it
was a position "we just made
up."
Francis said she hopes to
unite the international organizations on campus by forming a
.council to represent them.
Members of the various organizations will form this council.
Suggestions and concerns
each organization encounters
will be discussed at regularly
scheduled meetings.
She will then report to SG
and the council on all occasions
in order to coordinate and support any upeoming events.
"It's a position we've needed
for a long time," Marlin said.
One goal Francis would like
to reach is for the university to
have direct involvement with

•
•
•

small
yog~rt,

and
get one
·f ree!!!

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
Terri Francis fills the new position of cultural affairs
advocate. SG created the position. (Jim FergusonffCFF)
the community.
"I don't think a university
does a jcb completely when it
doesn't interact with the community," she said.
She said she also would like

to bring more public speakers
onto campus and promote discussions·on cultural and racial
issues. Francis ca1ls the job simply "an enhancement of what's
already in existence."

TAKE TIME TO ENJOY THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE. ..READ T-HE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
•

•
•
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•

•
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FROM PAGE 1

ing has forced registration limitations in
elementary education, the most popular
program.
Dr. Sarah Pappas, UCFDaytonacampus directo~, said;"We are having to cope

with doing more with less funding."The truces were not needed when they seethe
. campus will continue to serve the stu.: university is still able to function .with
dents in the superior manner it has in the ·s trict budget cuts:
the past, she added.
"It won't happen overnight, but one-of
: Bryan said next year's budget projec- these days we are going to wake up and
tions do not show any signs of improve- find Oll!selves with a third world univerment. He fears people in the commUJ1:ity . sity .system. It's inconceivable that
wil~ be)ed to the ~alse .belief that their ~ .wesho1:11d give tip and we must not'allow

mediocrity to set in," Bryan said.
David Jordon, associate ·campus director, and Bill Wetherell, assistant director of stUdent services, both said the campus is striving to be a part of the university
as a whole. They commended the "incredible supp0rt and communication" the campus receives from the main ~pus.

GAINESVILlE
FROM PAGE3

•
•

•
•

•
•
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PHONE-RIDE
Glenn Tjebbes, a 22-year-old business major, .can not decide if he wants to -ride.;
. hiS bike Or talk On the phone, SO he Will dO both . .(Charles K. Morrow/TCFF)
.
'

..

scheduled for release Sept. 28.
But the investigation continues. 'We're still working on the
leads," Joyce said. 'We had so
many generated that we want
. to examine anything that might
bear fruit."
Authorities are mum about
the case beyond that.
''The prosecutor is beingvery
careful because of the notoriety
ofthe case," said Lombardi. ''The
best that any of us know is that
police are very confident they have
suspects who can be convicted."
State Attorney Len Register
plans to present his evidence to
. a .grand jury in late September
· or early October. Register is·
seeking indictments against
both men~

•

-_ woL~

,.·

..

FROM PAGE 1 .
"I thoroughly enjoyed my
term, but I'm sad it's over," Wolf
said.
One reason Wolf regrets that
his term is over is because he did
not get to see his work as chair- .
man of the Academic Advising
;Task Force completed. Wolf
would have liked to see the task
force through,buthesaidhehopes
Cerio will continue with it.
Now tba"t his term has et
pired, Wolf said he will ha"\e
more time to spend on his stu~
ies. He is seeking a doctorate lip \
education leadership.
·
\
. "It is certainly a load off my .
shoulders, " Wolf said .
He said he would eventually
like to puri:;ue a career in.public
admini'stration ofeducation and
po.ssibly become_ lobbyist.

a

CRIME

DON'~TLET · .

•

4 •

•

HEALTH CARE COSTS
•

FROM PAGE3
in the community constitutes
more. "Pride in UCF radiates
. throughout the community," she
said.
McClendon also added, "It's
easy.to be a victim, if you don't
do anything to prevent being a
victim. That's what crime prevention is all about."

INN
FROM PAGE 1

RUFF YOU UP!! .
•

•

rooms and asking for this person," said security guard Derek
Smith, who was called to the
scene.
In the report, Mariella
Bonilla, 1 7, said she was sleeping when she was awakened by
Santiago standing in her room
and asking for Ray Lenard.
After he left, she found that $35
was missing .from her friend's
purse.
ThereportsaysSantiagothen
entered the room ofCarl Spitzer,
19, and woke him asking for the
same person. Spitzer then noticed his top drawer open and
saw that he was missing $20 $30.
After Smith was called to the
scene, he escorted Santiago to
11

('

•

I

1

1

l

Lne iron1 uesi<.. anu

•

You never know when an injury or "illness is barking up your tree. This ,years Student
Health and Accident Insurance plan, underwritten by the MEGA Life and Health
Insurance Company, can keep you out of the doghouse.
·

"

With low rates and low
pocketbook.

ded~ctibles,

ANNUAL RATES
Student
Student & Spouse
Student, Spouse & Children
Student & Children

this is plan will not take a bite uut of your

Plan I
$ 163

Plan II
$ 331 .

$

789
$1281

$1192

$ 655

$1737
$ 876

Plan III
$ 481
$1348

$1904
$1037

Don't walk away with your tail between your legs. Protect yourself from unexpected
losses that could gnaw away at your career.
Detailed information regarding this policy is located at the Division of Student Affairs,
4000 Central Florida Avenue. If you have any questions regarding thi~ policy, please call
800-237-0903.

11

l

t;8.11t:::C.L

11

Lile

police. The missing money was
not found on Santiago, who does
not live at the s:omplex.
··
Collegiate Village Inn records
show that no one by the name of
Ray Lenard lives at the complex. .
Managing partner Geroge
Pegram said the students should
not ha\'e left their doors unlocked.
"It's kind oflike saying, 'Hello·,
come look for me,"' he said.
Pegram
credited the
complex's 24-hour-security for
apprehending Santiago.
"It's very rare on any kind of
burglary or anything that you
catch the guy," he said.
--IAMElllCAN

'f~ll,

ADOPT A

SMOKER

•
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BOR

of regents every six years with two appointed every
year.
Thus, the Board gained one new member when
Heekin took his place. There are temporarily 14 r~have no adverse effect on UCF."
"I would be pleased if they [the Governor and his gents on the BOR. It should take three years to put the
Cabinet] passed an appointment from the Orlando policy in use and ever:i out the BOR to 13 members on
area," Edwards added. "Then we could have all of the staggered terms by 1993. The current setup is 14
major geographical areas represented in the BOR. But regents who serve 6-year terms.
The BOR was set up in 1965 so that nine regents
the BOR is not based on geographical areas. All apserved for nine years. Every year the Governor appointments must represent the entire state."
Edwards drafted-the proposal to change the set-up pointed one new regent.
In 'recent years, there has been no staggering of
of the regents' terms.
The new policy, which was approved by the Legisla- · regents' terms. Therefore, ex-Gov. Bob Martinez had
ture in its spring session, will have a total tum-around appointed most of the current 14 members.
FROM PAGE 1

Wolf said he believes the change is needed because
of the 4-5 regent turnover in the last year.
''That way no governor can have a majority ofrepresentatives on the board," Wolf said.
Reed said, "I feel the proposal would smooth out
instead of clump together the appointments [of regents]." He said the Board had been trying to change
this for a long time.
:Patrick Riordan, public relations director for the
BOR, called the plan "orderly" and praised the "continuity'' that it would bring to the housekeeping policies
' of the BOR.
"This way the Board will have fresh blood and
experienced people all the time," Riordan said.

SEARS

Brtiind Central CJ:.

_NEW! PORTABLE BRING-TO. CLASS WORD PROCESSSOR

$2·3

per month•
on Sears..
Charge PLUS

• 14 line X 80 character disploy
•Uses standard 3112-in. disks
• Dual screen capability
• Data merge, page layout view

$13

per.month•
on SearsCharge

399.99

·')

PACKARD BELL 386SX WITH
GRAPHIC USER IN.TERFACE
•EASY TO USE! Just point
and click mouse to access
• 3112, 51/.t disk drives
• l MB RAM, 40 MB hard drive
• 12 month on-site service
(See store for details) .

1099.99
Monitor extra

·SAVE.$·30
TYPEWRITER .WITH
SPELL CORRECTOR

.

' ii

so:ooo word electronic dictionary,

7000 character editable text memory,
16 dig"it LCD display.

-

P\C~ 1'NS'NER~mo'e tunct\oos

t

s~Vl $10 IJlsv<•••'·'
.

"/..... a\\

. ltimlin• 210.

de••~

iniouo• s••.

mountob\e

149.99

1q9CJ.

. ... .R OR p~ONE

T~rough

;:tReQ~ $59.99

Reg. $179.99

'l.CJ9CJ

SAVE 10°/o

.

FUJI
· 51/A·in. double
density disks.

FUJI
31/?-in. high
density disks.
Both thru Sept. 21

5.39
14.99

10-pk. Reg. $5.99

10-pk. Reg. $16.99

PLUS GET A $1 MAIL-IN
MANUFACTURER'S REBATE.
SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

.

Sept. 28

A.

58382
(Mfr. #FX7000G)

8.

54181
(Mfr. #WMlOOO)

YOUR CHOICE ELECTRONICS
A. Casio 16 ·1ine X 8 line graphic hand held computer
8. Franklin Wordmaster-thesaurus, games, morel
C. Seiko Thesaurus-gives new words for word entry · ·

6'l99

.
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8001 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL (407) 826_
-9600
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SoftPC® from Insignia Solutions, lµc., can run IBM and MSDOS compatible software in a window on your Macintosh.
It makes your Mac work twice as hard for you.
For a hmited time*, the UCF Computer Store is offering
SoftPC® (which has a retail val~e of $199) ab~olutely
FREE! All you have to dqis~ hurry over and maKe your purchase by October 1, t991.
So come down and visit us today.

The.Power to~ your lm.

•
*Offer effective August 15 through October 1, 1991 or while limited supplies last. Limit one free SoftPC package per customer. Offer good on the purchase of the Macintosh LC only.
Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SoftPC is a registered trademark of Insignia Solutions, Inc. M~DOS is a registered.trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Apathy increases as
~ .. MTV_heads~ into,
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'studen. an<J·parents
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here h~ve all our heroes gone?Where are
·Superman, Spider Man, clean American ·
athletes, proud presidents and Pee Wee
Herman?Has.An'ierica taken the path most beaten;
the path where everyone is fighting off poverty
and drugs? Better yet, can Americans ever feel
brave enough to voice their opinions?
. The hero is sometliing specialized these-days. If
you are a young African-American boy, you will
have a special hero that only applies to your s~x,
age and color. That is, if you find .an applicable
hero. Ifyou are a young Asian girl, you may have
a harder time finding an idol.
· t>t, .
Without having a person to look up to, to emu- f \I
late, to strive-to be like, one finds todays children ~
slowly becoming MTV heads. These mindless kids
~
slowly evolve into adulthood and are given the
opportunity f.o choose our leaders and raise children of ,t heir own.- Perhaps it is too simpJified to
blame America's failing children and lack ofadults
with brains on the loss ofheros; but it is part ofthe
problem.
The main problem is the breeding.of apathy.
People don't care beyond their whitewalls and
bosses. People don't take the time to find out the
facts. People don't even take the time to vote: ~
Perhaps even'you are saying, 'What's the hass!e?
Voting is just a stupjd process. I can't make a
difference.'

vJ~ S,..; i..t.C.At-L- j I :

CAN

1ttt Sevier

UNiON!!

- I·

A new solution for modem murders ·

14,or example, consider the UCF campus. The
Student Government elections are decided by one
vote.
. Also on the campus , a writer went out to find
out what the campus thought about a popular
news issue·. This issue has been on the cover of
Time and Newsweek for the past couple of weeks;
this issue has been well publicized. The- writer
encountered apathy. The students said, "I don't
know," or "I don't care." A very nice attitude that
is, not caring. The students seem to feel that they
' h
· ·
8h0 uldn
t ave an op1Illon.
That attitude in inane. City elections are decided by single votes. Single votes add up. Opinions add up. Everything in inter-related, and as
you drive by the voting booths, so do your children.
As you say, ' screw the news, let's watch "Beverly
Hills 9021,"' so do the people around you.
'What's the point?' you ask. The point is that
everysinglepersonhastheabilitytobeginchange.
Every person can be a hero. Every person has a
say,andifyoufeelapathetictowardsissues,sodo

Bill Cush_ing

T.

he comedic aspect ·of the film . "I Love You to
Death" was that a woman hired· someone to
murder her unfaithful husband. The thought of
killing a spouse for infidelity struck the audience as so
'ludicrous that laughter seemed the only logical response.
It wasn't too soon after that we heard of Pamela
Smart, a New Hampshire high 8chool te.acher, and her
student-lover plotting to murder-her husband. Then,
there are all those stories in the last few years about
m:urders for sneakers, murders for leather jackets,
murders for.this and.murders for that.
The latest case of murder as a cure for life's little
problems involves Wanda Holloway, a Houston mother
charged with trying to hire a hitman to rub out a friend
she felt was responsible for preventing her daughter
from becoming a cheerleader.
Since Americans have to kill for every little problem,
we might as well at least regulate the industry with a
certain amount of equality and decorum. Therefore, I
propose that we institute, retroactively, a murder allowance for each and every living American citizen.
We can call it the U.S. Kill Chit.
·
The way it" would work is this: every Amencan

citizen would be issued a Kill Chit. The chit itself could
be on the order of a credit card or a car title. The legal
owner of the chit would be allowed at any time and
·under any circumstances to kill one person, without
any legal repercu&sions whatsoever.
Think about how much nicer this would make the
world. No one would be aware of whether another
person had redeemed th~ir chit or not. Retail clerks
would probably treat customers with much more respect; l~ewise, those in the · service industry would
have a bit ofleverage·over unruly boorish customers.
Taking this idea a bit further, we could let the
homeless to use their chit in order to score a few days
worth of foo4. Sound di.sgl.lsting? Remember· we're
discussing a society where people are targeted for
murder over a position on, a high school cheerleading
squad.
· Of course, the ticket should be transferrable .so that
pacifists could sell their chit, presumably to the highest
. bidder.
Granted, there would be some administrative ambiguities to handle here. Such points as preventing
forgeries or setting an age limit need to.be·'addressed,
but these are no more than fine points that make up the
wrinkles in any new system.
Kill Chits.
An idea whose time has come.
This could be the biggest thing since Michael
Jackson's Victory Tour.
.

or

iASER ;;;1;;.chgr;~· Weak~ found:·Student Government
to
Mark James
good service to UCF
1

·

ne thing t.o remember aq~mt UCF is the
LASER system, or the Local Area Shuttle
Eastern Region. This shuttle provides convenient, fast service along Alafaya to the university.
- The LASER shuttle arrives every 15 to 20 minutes, Monday through Friday. The LASER st.ops
every block to block and a half along two routes.
This service is very nice for the impaverished
student, as the cost is only 25 cents. Not only will
this save money on gas but it also saves time
·
considering parking.
Hopefully as more students find out about the
LASER system, they will use it. If you are interested in.using the LASER system, you~ pick up
a schedule of times at the UCF KIOSK

0
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CAMPUS COMMENTARY
nlike most other states, the State of Florida has a
very nice political machine set up for the students
to use if they dare. The only problem is we have a
faulty link. It's called the Student Senate.
ThemainweaklinksareMarkDogoli,SGvicepresident
and Sen. David Mann, president pro ~mpore. They are
responsible, by their job titles, for overall procedure and
rwining of the meetings. Instead, the last few meetings
have been a zoo. The Senate has spent hours debating
issues which have been settled for 100s ofyears. Senators,
get a life or, better yet, get a book~ It's called "Robert's Rules
of Order" and discusses Parliamentary Procedure.
Most of the problem, it seems to me, is that the
student senators want the prestige, auth'ority and
power which goes with the position, but do not want to

U
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take the time learri their responsibilities. People, you
areresponsiblefora$2.6million budget. lfyoucan'tget
responsible for the procedures, what makes you think
your actions over the past two ·m onths should make.us
feel comfortable giving you the.responsibility over the
money?
We have approximately 20,000 students here on
campus, each with an average of2 parents, relatives,
etc. residing inside the state. There are 9 state
universities. Now, take the 20,000 and multiply it by
3 an_d them multiply that figure by 9. It comes to
approximately 540,000 voters in the state.
Now, add in one lobbyist and one student regent,
combipe it with student governments who are selfless
enough to work for the students, and you have a
powerful political machine (if all of the pieces work).
This is, I believe, the idea that Student Body
President Jason DiBona was leading to when he was
talking about the idea·s discussed at the Presidents
Conference.
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ture thinks we are."
you might want to consider raised to 50,000 Rubles per
Editor:
getting your news from some- month. This increase_is essenI would like to quote from
Carolyn Brochu where besides MTV.)
tia1ly a charge for th~ addiMarkJames"'We're not in Kanliberal studies . The UCFDoB&SC an- tional exercise which the stusas anymore, Toto" that was in
nounces that'the University is dents are getting from walkThe Future on Tuesday, Aug. 27 • UCF TAKEN OVER
suffering a severe shortage of ing the extra distance from
and address the quote to the Editor:
hard currency. Rather than parking to class. As parking
University Support ·Personnel
The UCFDepartmentofBu- take any drastic action, such gets more inconvenient, (our
System, (Staff Employees at reaucracy and Salvation Com- ' as getting rid of .any of the plans include not qnly the dirt
UCF).
mittee (UCFDoB&SC) an- 3,000 of.the UCFDoB&SC, we· - you walkthroughnow,butalso
The cost of living rose ap- nounces a state of emergency have decided to take the nor- snake pits and barbed wire)
.proximately 5.1 percent last at UCF. Our tanks will be ar- mal measu~es of increasing parking fees will be increased
year. Our health insurance pre- riving shortly to crush any re- fees, getting rid of classes and accordingly. Ifanyone has any
miums will rise on Jan 2 by maining pockets of efficiency killing dissident students.
complaints about paying six
·about 8 percent. The prescrip- at the University.
Inordertopreventourpopu- months wages to park in the
tion medicine portion ofthe Blue/
The UCFDoB&SC, under lation from getting soft and dirt, please feel free to bring
Blue shield has risen 267 per- the new University President, ·flabby like the Capitalist Dogs, your concerns to the new head
Gennadi Yanayev, is_ now everyfewdays,anewbuilding of s·ecurity at UCF, Mr.
cent since 1988.
Now to quote from Mark · proudlyrepairingthe statutes will be built in place of an old Kryuchkov.
James' Campus Commentary, of Lenin, Stalin and parking lot.
The UCFDoB&SC hereby
"How stupid does the legisla- Dzherzhinsky and would like · Not only will this prevent decreesthatinthefuture,ALL
to make the following an- parking from getting too con- classes will be taught by vidture think we ~re?"
. Until we (USPS ·employ- nouncements which you had venient, it will also ensure that eotape. This policy is in keep-·
ees) start taking .an active better memorize:
.
the ration of buildings to ing with our Five-Year plan
(By the way, if you ar~ not classes is kept low.
interest in state politics, we
for deleting the intelligencia
are as stupid as the legjsla- familiar with Russian names,
Parking fees are hereby at UCF and replacing then
•ASSERT.YOUR OPl-NION
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with Football players. Student
fees will be raised to reflect the
honor of never meeting your
instructor and to cover the
added cost of Screen Actors
Guild Union Cards for instructors .
For the convenience of the
students, your degree will be
printed on the back of your
Unemployment Compensation
Application Form. For those of
you lucky enough to get jobs,
Alumni Dues will be deducted
from your McDonald's paycheck.
Finally, if anyone spots a
major corporation recruiting
at UCF, that company must be
immediately reported to the
UCFDoB&SCforre-education.
Who knows, they may even
have an opening. ·
· Dave Hardison
engineering

Elton_ Bracey
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"/believe that
they should in order to
form a new federation .. but I don 't think
they can."
- Derek Brett
political science

rrff' "/ think it is
going to be extremely
difficult because of in
terms of Soviet
thinking, Yeltson is an
extreme liberal, and
Gorbachev is still
slightly not sure as to
which way he is goi[Jg
to swing in terms of
policy."

"... one person in power
is not going to make a /
difference. Yeltson
could never stay in
power and neither could
Gorbachev."
- Hugh Hedley [ff'
philosophy

- Logan Belle
UCFalumnus
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This week's question:
...
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Can the Democrats
find a competitve
candidate for 1992?
Call The Central Florida Future's

hotline with your view at 823-3956
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Congratulations to all Sororities for Summer Rush . Special thanks to TRI DELTA
andK.6 for letting us help out. To the only
two r1,1shees that didn't pick up bids, 2nd
Place is not so bad.
PHI DELTA THETA
Pledges + brothers, service project at
5pm, meet at the house. OCCY, what's
up? Sororities, congrats on a great rush!
Good luck at G. Tech, Al. Cl>.18,. the rest
will take care of itself.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Keep recruiting and check fo~ the chicken I
La$t recruiting social Saturday at Pine
Harbor. See you there!
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congrats to all Greeks on a great rush .
Sunset Party@ Lake Claire. Sat. 3-Bpm
All ladies welcome. Congrats to Bro of
the Month-Steve Deruchemont. LAMDA
CHI ALPHA - - ENOUGH SAID!

·

,

Female to share House Fashion Square
Mall Area WID AC Ceiling Fans $270 +
share Utils 896-3790 Leave Message

~ "Sherwood Forest"
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - N/
3/2 and 2/2 available for immediate
S, quiet, responsible, neat. To share 2
occupancy. Call DMV Properties Inc.
Bedroom 11 /2 Bath townhouse w/ dish657-1967
washer, dryer, micro pool/tennis fur- 11
nished $275. 1/2 utilities CALL 3276059.

Needed ASAP M/F non-smoker to share
duplex 5 mi. from UCF 671-1468
Female student needed to share 2BR/
2BA Woodlands Apt. N/S& responsible.
Partly furnished, private room & bath
$245.mo. Call 823-9904 ASAP

Rollerblades: Macroblade 608, Sizes 10
1/2 & 12. Eight months old. Great
Buy@$200 ea. Call 249-1965

Bedroom I bath 5 miles from UCF $250/
mo cozy country home -/ female only
non-smoker call 365-77621660-0343
x306

Twin bed & Frame- Complete $40 Call
658-1825 Leave Message

212 apt near UCF Wash I Dry, fans,
di$hwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532

HP285 w/ Warranfy $100 HP12C $25
OBO 1 783 2878 Leave Message

.
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GET IT DONE!
Wordprocessing; Proofreading; Editing
Macintosh-Letter Perfect - Very Reasonable Rates 366-8236

no exp. necessary. Great resume experience . For information
CALL 236-0170
Bookworms! Read Books For Pay!
Earn $·100 a Title! Free Recorded
Message Reveals Details
. ' 813/852-8707 .

LOST&fOUND

LOOKING for a Tremendous NO RISK
GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY to
REPRESENT One of AMERICAS MOST
REPUTABLEandSUCCESSFULCOMPANIES, that OFFERS GUARANTEED
BONUS INCENTIVES for YOUR HAR[}
WORK? PLl:ASE CALL FOR . EXCITING DETAILS. 277-1677
ENERGETIC INDIVIDUALS NEEDED
to participate in unique marketing program, with attractive benefits. For details
CALL 217-4660.
Earn $150/wk part time. Must be willing
to work 15-18 hrs/wk. Send SASE for
free info to: Godwin Industries, Dept.
200, 643 Jamestown Blvd. Suite 2137,
Alt Springs ; FL 32714

10

HP48SX Lost . If found, Call 862-7905
Reward Offered.

TUTORS
L$AT GRE GMAT Prep Course
· Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
.by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or 341-0003
Math Tutor Thru CALCll. 859-2972

I

· OTHER
SERVICES

A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1-PM
STUDENT CENTER RM 214

ROOMMATE WANTED- N/S responsible, neat, W/D, some furn, more. Suburbs home near UCF. $250 + 1/3, Mark
678-3600

Dresser-$20 Call 679-4584

FOR RENT

2Bdr. I 2Bath Duplex near UCF, backyard is river, park across river, fishing,
sunbathing, $550 I.mo. Call 281-6545.

ROOMMATES

HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bdrm 2 bath. In
Alafaya Woods subdivision in Oviedo
Fireplace, vaulted ceilings, celling fan,s,
water softener, electr.ic garage door
opener. 5 yrs old. $4600 down, asking
$92,000. 30 yr assumable mortgage.
This one will sell fast! 292-6351 Broker.

l

2 by 2 Town house w/ washer d,.Yer,
quiet &gorgeous location,.1 omin. from
UCF, must be responsible $27.0 month
+ 1/2 util. C,all 381-2533

Room for Rent - A!I util paid for $300 I
mo. Quiet area. Call 282-1488 for more
info.

College Democrats will be meeting at
6pm Sept. 5, 1991 in Student Center
Rm. 214
'
.

FOR SALE

M/F Nonsmoker Alt. Springs 2BD/2BA
Apt. $250. + 1/2 Util 380-5967. or 295_0992

CLUBINFO

.

Room for rent in Chuluota $130 mo+
Utilities Kitchen Use AC 365-5796

·-.

86 Honda 500 Interceptor V4 Mint Condition $2,200 Must Sell 366-6563 080
Kitehen table for sale. Good condition.
C.an be made larger w/ two leaves $25
Call 380::-7150

AUTOS
GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes.
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805
962-8000 Ext S-4628

4 Bdrm, 2 Bath House, close to UCF,
large fenced yard, ceiling fans in all
rooms $675 mo. 843-9513

TYPISTS
TYPING SERVICES-call Nancy at6794006.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Every student
is eligible for financial aid regardless of
grades or parents income. $10 billion
available - Get your share. Free information - Scholarship Searchers, 4310 S.
Semoran Blvd. #521, Orlando, Fl 32822

•

I
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WP.EDITING : APA,MLA,etc.366-0538

.PERSONALS

Private room, bath. Alafaya Wds Apts.
3.5 mi. from UCF. $225/mo .. 1/3 util +
$100 depos_it. Non-smoker, neat, preferably graduate student. Call 365-8386

Fqr Lease 2 Bedroom Townhouse with
Balcony & washer. dryer hookup, very
elose to UCF only 5 min away, Cali John
Harris at 658-1215

, RAISE $500 .. $1000.•$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or other
campus urganization. Absolutely no investment required! Act now for the
chance to win a Caribbean Cruise and
fabulol!S prizes!
Call 1-800-950·8472 ext.50
t)

Apartment for Rent- Excellent location,
University Blvd. +Alafaya Tr, walk to
school, 2b/2ba $440/mo for info, call
Jerry 321-7343 or 1-800-777-4366.

V~ous 2 Bedreom Apartments for Rent
Walking distance. $400-$450 move in
specials. Call 872-0373

The ALL-PURPOSE USED BOOK
STORE 2000 sq.ft. of all types, hardback or paper. Heavy on SF and NF.
LEGIBLE LEFTOVERS/THE CAT'S
MEOW, 706 N. HWY 17-92,
LONGWOOD. 339-4043. · _

HELP WANTED
'

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM 2-GAM $7 RER HR CALL
297-3715
~ACK

TO SCHOOL JOBS
$8~75 to .start F_
OR REAL .
15 positions must be fi11oo by s~arp,
positive people by Sept. 20th. Flex~.

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

...

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT, .
Word -Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*ProfeSslonal*Accurate
PROFESSIONAL PC SERVICES 3807429

Ladies Tired of Dating Boys? .· . Tall,
handsome, white, professional male BAI
MBA, h~s a life, great career, great future, ready to start family, seeks very
special lady, twenties, upperclass/grad
std, must_be tall, trim, intelligent, sense/
humor, fun adventurous, want ta "settledown··. Send phone & photo (returned)
Write to P.O. Box 5552, Winter Park, FL
32793

u
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. Where can you go to get an · ·

Creative
.Computer
·Corporation

-IBM.Clone at Ro.ck Bott()m·
Prices?·

Look Below ·to·see!! ·
•

Creaiive

2 8 6--2 0 MHz

System Features: ·
1 MB RAM
43 MB Seagate IDE Hard Drive
1.44 MB (3.5'.') Floppy Drive
1.2 MB (5.25") Floppy Drive
·Fujitsu 101 Key-Enhanced Keyboard
~ Drive Desktop Case
· ·
200 Watt Power UL Supply
1 Parallel, 2 Serial and 1 Game Port
Clock/Calendar
CTX Enhanced VGA - Tri-Sync. Monitor
14" (1024X768) Resolution
· .28mm Dot Pitch
Microlabs VGA Solution Card
16 Bit, 5t2k Video Ram
Digital Research DOS 5.0

,,

-

L '

SpecialBack to SchoolPrice!

$1416.00

GeaJiDe 386sx-20 MHz
Same Configuration as above, but with 2 Megs of Ram.

$1~.oo .
/

· Panasonic KX-P1124i
.24-Pin Dot Matrix Printer
11 Fonts- 3 draft, 7 letter quality and 1 SLQ
_
Up to 300 cps in draft mode and 1OO-cps in letter quality mode.

$324.00
The Crmiive Software Bundle::
•

MicroSoft Windows ,3.0
Spinnaker PFS Windows Works
Symantec Norton Utilities 6.0 AMI Diagnostics 3.15
AMI Cache 1.0
AMI Software Emulated
Expanded Memory Sys. 1.0
Z-nix 2-Button Serial Mouse

Retail Priee:
$149.00
$199.00
$179.00
· $ 89. 00

*The Software Bundle is an option available
with the purchase of a Computer System .

$ 49. 00
$?3 4 . 00

UCF

Price

$ 143.00 ,

11
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COMING SEPTEMBER 11th ·1991
TO THE NEW -UCF ARENA ....
.

.

T·HE UNIVERSIT.Y _
OF CENTRAL. FLORIDA'S

CARE.ER. EXPO
A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO GET
. TOGETHER TO
DISCUSS CARE.ER
AND EMPLOYMENT
O'PPO.RTUNITIES
:.'I)

- •

..

_

WEDNESDAY -sEPTEMBER .1 1th 9:AM TO 3:PM

-~

PARTIAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS
~-·· AMC THEATRES (AMERICAN MUL Tl-CINEMf\)

.
AMERICAN TOURISTER, INC.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN
· ARTHUR ANDERSEN TAX TECHNOLOGY GROUP
BARNED BANK OF TAMPA, N.A.
BOO SEIDMAN
BELL SOUTH HUMAN RESOURCES ADM.
BOYS TOWN OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
C&S/SOVRAN CORPORATION
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC.
CELWLAR ONE
CINCINNATI BELL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
CLAIMS VERIFICATION INC.
COOPERS & LYBRAND
CUTHILL & EDD_Y CPA'S
DELOITIE & TOUCHE
DEPARTMENT ·OF HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
E & J GALLO WINERY
ECKERD DRUG
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATIVES
' EG & G FLORIDA, INC.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
F.N. WOLF & CO., INC.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI~
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
FLORIDA ENGINEERED CONTRUCTION PRODUCTS
GENERAL MILLS RESTAURANTS, INC.
GILBERT SOUTHERN CORP.
GTE DA TA SERVICES

HARRIS CORPORATION - ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
HARRIS CORPORATION GSSD ORLANDO OPERATION
HY An CORPORATION
KEMPER NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
KMART CORPORATION
KMART FASHIONS
KPMG PEAT MARWICK ·
KRG & G, P:A.
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
MELDISCO
'METROPOLITAN LIFE
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
NAVAL TRAINING SYSTEMS CENTER
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL
PEACE CORPS
PRICE WA TERJ-1,0U SE
RADIO SHACK
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
SOUTHLAND CORPORATION
ST. PAUL FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
SUNBANK OF TAMPA BAY
SUNBANK, N.A. OF ORLANDO
TACO BELL
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
UNITED ·STATES SPORTS ACADEMY .
UNITED TELEPHONE SYSTEM
VISTANA RESORT
WALLACE COMPUTER SERVICES

•

PROFESSIONAL ._ ATTIRE RECOMMENDED

SPONSORED BY THE .CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
FOR FURTHE.R INFORMATION CONTACT JIM GRACEY* ADMIN 124 * UCF-2361

•
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Has the Clone Gremlin
Got you down?
Don't despair, we have
a PS/2 just for YOU!

-·-- - ,..,
-·· - ----·T .

® ·
.

.

Model .30-28.6 On Sale!!!!
Features:·

.....
·:.::::-.

Sale Price:
.

$ 1,931.00

10 Mhz 80286 Processor ·
VGA Graphics
2MB Ram
l.44MB (3.5") Floppy ·Driv~
. 45MB Hard Drive
IBM Mouse
12" Color VGA Display (8513)
DOS 4.0 and Windows 3.0
Word for Windows
and MORE!!!

I
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11 :00 A.M .

,/

/

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS

/

SUNDAY 281-4438

. · SOL
A Student Center Leisure Learning Course

~t.

,10.stpbt.s
~a tlJol it ~buttb
1501 Alafaya Trail
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00t\ 10:30

& 12 Noon

275-0841
I

.

.'.41t .

ATHLETIC

Jte;. ~VENUE

~~
&
~~ &. all merchandise w I

~~
\,0 7

-<()'l>-Cf

~~ \ ()

Q'\,~

.student faculty ID
·

Not valid with any other spmals

),J .

Closest .Athletic Sfore .to UCF ~ Lake Frectrica Sq.
S. Semoran Blvd.
Comer of Univ. Blvd. & 436
Wal-Mart Plaza
679-7678
· t. I R
658-1419 ·

·$136.00 per person*
*Student to supply mask, fins and snorkle
(Mask, fins and snorkle rental· $20.00)

A THREE WEEK COUR$E TAUGHT
SEPTEMBER 9th-29th
· Classroom {6-9 pm)
Pool {6-9 pfn)
Final Exam (6-7 pm)
Open Water (all day)

SESSION A
.
Mondays - Sept. 9th, 16th, 23rd
Wednesdays - Sept. 11th, 18th, 25th
Friday - Sept. 27th ,
Saturday & Sunday - Sept. 28th & 29th

Classroom (6-9 pm)
Pool (6-9 pm)
Final Exam (6-7 pm)
Open Water (all day)

SESSION B
Tuesdays - Sept. 10th, 17th, 24th
Thursdays - Sept. 12th, 19th, 26th
Friday - Sept. 27th
Saturday & Sunday - Sept. 28th & 29th

INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDES:
classroom instruction
pool instruction
,
openwater training sess'ion
us.e of all n.E1cessary SCUBA equipment, except mask, fins & snorkle
··
,PADI Openwater- diver manuel
·
dive tables
PADI diving log book · ·
PADI certification card
1

taught by:· instructors from THE DIVE STATION.

- Sign-up at the Student Center Main Desk by Septemb~r 6th
For more information; call 823·2611.
-~

Do Yo_u Need .Money?
.

.

Student Government Presents:
THE SG JOBS FOR STUDENTS PROGRAM
- The Program offers ·UCF Students jobs and money. *Five (5) UCF Stu.dents will be selected from a pool of ·
·applicants requesting scholarship funded employment in
~
the UGF Library.

.

A

'\\#'

m
AdMty~--

Applications available iri Student Government by: ·

DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 19
·STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Tiu !;1~1~ of tlve !tarlelft.f

Minimum GPA 2.5/Must be a Full-Time UCF Student/One letter of recommendation required
*Anyone who previously applied in the library must re-apply in Student Government.
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MAKE MONEY!
Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)

DOING TAXES CAN MAKE
YOU FEEL GRUT. ESPECIALLY WHEN
THD'RE SOMEONE ELSE~• If you have a·basic aptitude for math
and the desire to help others, you can
get a lot of satisfaction by volunteering
your time and skills to,people who

We're seeking motivated. people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
business office at Room 108 in the A!ts Complex and fill out an application, or call ext. 2601 to find out more.

need help doing their taxes_ 80,000
people already have . Join them.
To find out about the fre~ IRS train
ing program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.

~

(I)

{b
$.,

(I)

•

...

(I)

~

(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)
(I)

r!!!

~Internal
Revenue

' (I)

A Pubhc SeN1ce of
This Publicauon & ~

Service

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S~•SS$$$$$$$$$$$~$$$f$$

;

I

FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
· ·. ·
6 BILLION AVAILABLE
YOU CAN NOT LOSE
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET P.ROOF OF AN AWARD
AWARD:
. FEE:
$25 TO $100...................................... $15
$100 TO $150 ••.•••..••••.••••.•••• ~ •..••••••..•• $25
$150 TO $250 .................................... $50
$250 TO UNLIMITED.......................:.$75

COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O. BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL. 32807

Featuring bikini clad male waiters
serving up s~me of the hottest buns ~ Central Florida.
f ,

Ladies Knights, Ladies Night
Every Monday 50¢ Draft

Burger and a Beer (or soft drink)
$1.99 wI stuqent ID

.~

EivlBRODIER1- DESIGNS.& LETTERING
DONE ON PREivIISES
"YOU Dl~.AM IT WE DO IT"

•CUSTOM LETTERING
•INDIVIDUAL DESIGN WORK

...........................................
.
.
.. . . SILK SCREENING ..
."

FALL '91 :
SPECIAL : .

•

ll

'

SERVICE ·
PROVIDED AT COST

·•

...........................................

R.#4v

Between University andAloma on 436
.'
407-679-6788

~~

'\,)()

THE OLYMPUS

12295 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
OIUANDO, FL 32817
281-6984
1-800-326-0317

1
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me," Smith said. "I am not team at the first game.
happy with the loss, but I'm
The next two games for the
FROMPAGE20
proud of my girls. They exem- LadyKnightswillbeaway. The
plify the kind of girls rd like to team travels to FAMU on FriThe team has eight fresh- see ih this program. I know this day and FSU on Saturday.
man this year, some of whom . is going to be a first-rate proUCFs next home game will
made sacrifices to be at UCF. .. · gram.".
be the UCF Invitational, Sept.
''Ihavea:iotofwalk-ons who
·Smith also said she is very 13-14 against Jacksonville, .
gave ~p .full ndes·toother uni- .happy i".;with the . stu~~nt an4 · · Ste~S?n and FIU.
.
~~
ver~ties to come._ anct.'pl1:1y for .. com~µnity sµpport · for: th;~·;;-· ·,.
,.

V-BALL

. . . •..
..~to'the s~asdri lilre wrukihg~to .. · ing on Qefens~. We have set our
\ .

·:· ,PREVIEW

~

\

.. · adarkroom,"Scherersaid.~I'm goals high. We want. to ·have
very impressed with the·offense . better than winning sef!son,
in general. (Quai:t;erback. Ron) but depending on which preseasons as the offensiVe coordi- ~ohnson does a great job of ex- season poll you look at, seven
nator for the University of Ari- ecuting. He's obviously well out of 10 teams we play are top
. zona. His offensive expertise has coached. English is a big time 20 I-AA teams."
The Kpights' coaching staff
helped to improve an offense back. _He's as good as any guy
which has not been known as a we'll· ~e this . year, including . . appearsoptimisticaft.ertheteam's
Virginia Tech last week."
strength at JMU.
second halfperforman~ against
"Wire just familiarizing our- · "You've got two big-time inside Troy State and the defense's play
selyes now with their program," linebackers fo Hamilton and through tJ;e entire game.
"rm not s e that I was surMcDowell said. "But historically, Spitulski and (Cliff) Cole is an
·they've been really go9d on de- impressive defensive lineman. pri~ed at anything," McDowell
fense. Historically they have not UCFhasa lot of strength up the said. "We were sloppy, bqt I
been all that good on offense. middle and that's the way you expected . that. Our defense
This.year their fullback is espe- build a program-inside out"
pla:Yed better then I expected
James Madison's strengths themtoobecausecmrsecondary
cially good and their quarterremain on the defensive side of · played better thelil I expected
back is especially good_."
Scherer ecboes McDowell in the ball, but trus season they them to. Cole's picking up the
claiming little knowledge aftlie will field an imposing offen8e as pace and maturing mQre and
· more. He's a lot bette.r this year ·
his next opponent, but rolls UCF · well.
· players names and statistics ·off
"I think ou,r skill positions on .then he's ever been."
~offense lookedpretty good
his·fungue with ease and famil- offen~eand then o~ experience
iarity. .
on defense ar~ our stre11gth~," . at times. It could have been a lot
·"J.gon't re.Rlly hav.e any I-AA Scher~r·said. "We have seven or better but it shQwed promise. It
experience so I'm kind of g<>ing eightofoursenion>
who are·start- couldtum into a .strerigth.for us."
.
..
..

a

FROM PAGE 20

·.

DON'T

Bitl Mc.Millen, senior, ·finished third in the Amateur Long
board S_
unday at Cocoa Beach.(JI'" ~ergusontTCFF)

DRUNK!! .
'

r

•••••••••••••••••••••

PI ·.SIGMA· EPS l.l 0N
The SteP. TOwards

· Excellence

: . CAFE~LOLITA' : ~
I
I

I ~
I

Philippine & Oriental Cuisine

1

1

I 10% discount on lunch and dinner platters only
I
Eat-in, Takeout, Ca~ring
I
6574 University Blvd.
I
I
(Between Forsyth & Goldenrod)
I.
Winter Park, FL 32792
I
I ~t~~~~~
677-5880

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1'11

~

~

••••••••••••••••••••• .
r-FiOM ioUR-FAMous:-FRiENDLY:-, .
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
HEWLE'IT-PACKARD DEALER:

HP 95LX Palmtop PC
with Lotus® 1-2-3®

HP48SX
wEsrocK
SCIENTIFIC
ALL48SX.
EXPANDABLE
BOOKS &
CALCULATOR ...___,_A_C_CE_s_oR_IE_S___.

• Over 2100

I.

PC power in
the palm of your haud

ORIENTATION NIGHT
Wednesday, Sep~ember 11 at .7 :00 p.m.

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS & SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
SUPPLIES &SOFWARE.

University Pining Room
Professional dress please

huilt-in
fu nctions
•HP Equa tionWriter
application
• Graphics
integra ted
\\i th
\
calculus

FJl";9

HEWLETT

.:la PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL

National Professional Fraternity in
Marketing, Sales Management and Selling

~ Calculator & Computer ~it,\
~
_ 2916 Corrine.Drive
'bo,'i3~
Orlando, FL 32803
L
•

I
·1 c
:

I

----~--------------~

•
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FREE THROWS
FROM PAGE 20 look like.And Pell Grant checks?
Forget it!
At tnis time we have no definite proof that these two groups
are coordinating this effort to
bankruptthe UCFstudentbody;
but the two combined are doing
exactly that.
· If the football team doesn't
win one of their home games,
Citrus Bowl security' may-end
up with a riot on its hands.
So what can be done?Theone
thing we can't do is give in.
Whatever price they ask is not
great enough to keep you from
being a partofthefootball team's-

•

..

road to the national champion··
ship. Look at every dollar you
pay as a test of your dedication
and loyalty.
We may have to suffer for a
short time at the hands of these
despicable villains who make a
hobby out o fhinder.ing the fund-

~g of innocent s_tudent's educa- · Starting free safety Shane Law endures the heat of afternoon practice on Monday.
-tions, but there is hope. If they
.
.
.
continue to make this kind of Law lS a returning starter for the Knights. (Mlchael DeHoogfl'CFF)
money every week, the city will
soon have enough to build covered
parking which may be worth $5.
And those homeowners/parkmg lot attendants will probably
make enough money by the end
of one or two seasons to move to
nicer parts of town.
Then when they send their
children to UCF, revenge is ours!

l

LuncliSpecial (Afan-Sat}jrom_$3.25 w/ eggro[[ & friea rice
'Dinner Special (7 days aweek.)from $5.25
.
w/wing, eggro[[, friea rice
:Free__ eggro[[ w/ any $10 purcliase -'Dinner Only
380-1084

...

~ross from

HOW CAN WE HELP?

'UC:F

mv m11 m-m

•

.

We off er individual consult at ion, relaxation
workshops, lifestyle evaluations, and . other programs to help students get a
grip on this phenomenon popularized at
UCF by papers, speeches, tests, career
decisions, relationships, time pressures ...

TREKusA

...

1Pmmmmm

Lose a few with STRRSS.
Individual and group programs designed
especially for your unique needs~
First meeting 12..:.1 on Wednesday, Sept. 11.

Wellness

~
~

PBMMA

oF'"e

-~er \J~ aesigit.
I .IJ BIKE WORK~ 7

..

.......~.......... ZL=
(}klPfl)
(Formo1/y Biko King)

9100 E. Coloniru •Orlando
(al ~el~·tay)

.
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Rectemberfest returns Sept.14

RectemberFes_t 1991

.

Field expands to include 32 teams and 400 UCF students
by over 20 companies, includ- each other as an annual event.
''This is kind ofa refinement
ing Walt Disney World, Sea
· World, Domino's Pizza and this year," Knutson said.
Rectemberfest is back, it's Pepsi-Cola. They will provide "We've changed the events a
bad and it's bigger then ever prizes and lunch for the team little bit. This.year we're havand on Sept. 14, over 400 UCF members.
ing four groups of eight teams
''Trace Trylko has done all and they're all going to .do the
students will be given the opportunity to be a part of it.
the sponsors," Knutson said. · same 13 events. We've shortThisschool-widedayofcom.: "Mostoftheprizeswe'regonna ened the day a little bit so
petition is put on each year by give out are by drawing. With things will move along a little
the Recreational Services de- the way that Trace did it, every bit better."
partment at UCF.
team should get an envelope
The entire event serves as
"This is the th1rd one," said with something like passes to an enjoyable day for students, 1--::;..-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;:-Loren Kriutson, director ofRec- Disney in it. The )Vinning team but it is also an important day
Pledge the nation's largest service fraternity!
reational ·Services. "In '89, we for everything gets a _pizza for Rec. Services to bring stuhad four teams. Last year 22 party. Every team is gonna get dents out to see the facilities.
"We really use it as -a kickteams participated and this a prize with their team picture
.
offfortheyear," Knutson said.
year were setting the limit at on it."
32 teams."
The idea for Rectemberfest "If we 'get students over here
Rectemberfest, by defini- was born out of an event held and show them what we're
tion,. is a full day of athletic in the early summer two years doing; they'll come over during
competition among teams of ago that involved coed teams the year. The best reason I
Rush Meeting
students including activities competing against one another. could tell them to come is, come
Thursday, September 5
such as the Slow Bike Race and Rec ..Servic;essecretaryJoanne because you wanna have a good
the Pajama Relay.
Pearsall came up the idea to time. It's fun to do, even if
7:30-8:30 p.m.
Theeventisbeingsponsored have students compete against you're not good."
by Jamie Johnson

SPORTS EDITOR

.9lfpfia Phi Omega

S.O.L.

(,

-

Rush Service Project
The Arboretirin ,
Saturday, September 7
8:30 a.m.-noon
I

All of UCF is invited to co~e out and help
beautify the arboretum.

Make a change on campus!

·"

.,

Pajama Tube Relay .
Basketball Shooting
0
0

;;~~::::::~
etc.

Additional Sponsors:
SWAT
Burger King

Student Government
CAB

Sep
· t • .J._4t_h
Lunch provided by:
Domino's Pizza
Subway
Pepsi
Marriott
Frito Lay
Winn Dixie

Softball
Volleyball
_Melonball
Tug-ot-·war
etc.

Prizes provided by: .
Kelsey's
Tanzmania
McDonald's
Shoney's
Wet-n-W~ld

El Pollo Loco
UC6 Cinema
Taco Bell
It's Academic
Denny's

Sea World

Fun'n Wheels

Playalinda
Pizza Hut
Dunkin' Donuts
Walt Disney World Co.

9 TEAM EVENTS
COED TEAMS:
4 DUAL EVENTS
4MEN
Sign up at R~c. Services, '823-2408
4WOMEN
Onl the 1st 32 Teams will be acce ted.
•

llt

•

I

'

1

s.

... '
\

•'
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I

•

\,

)
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Volleyball team · be~s season
with new coach, new energy
the overall height of the team,
which isn't as tall as most
schools, and that UCF has a
The 1991 volleyball season much smaller budget than most
has begun and looks to hold _ of the schools the team will
many new beginnings for the play. However, these concerns
do not halter Smith's enthusiteam.
The Lady Knights take to asm.
"Obstacles? I don't believe
the court this year under two
new coaches; head coach Laura in obstacles," Smith said. "I
Smith and assistant coach Susan Marcus. ·
Another change for the team "There is absolutely no
this year is in the schedule.
The American South Confer- doubt in my mind of
ence and the Sun Belt Conferour greatest strength. It
ence have merged and UCFs
schedule will include games .is the commitment and
against Florida State, th~ Unidetermination ... "
versity of Florida, Rollins,
-Laura Smith
South Florida and Stetson.
The team is also relatively
volleyball coach
young this year. The Lady
Knights have eight freshman
and three players transferring believe in challenging opportunities. I believe with my pasin from community colleges.
The team and the coaches sion for the game, I can make
are taking these changes in winners. What it takes is comstride. Smith has set her goals mitment, and every person on
and is on her way to accom- this team has lots of commitment."
plishing them.
''We have already met our
This sµmmer the 18 girls
goal for the first year,".Smith involved-with the team donated
said. "We wanted to make an time to coach at a local camp.
impact on this university and The camp lasted 12 days and
the community and show them the girls did not get paid.
Smith is also quick to point
that volleyball at UCFis changing."
·
out that no one on her team has
·
The coaches and players a full ride.
"They
all
play
for
me
bewere very happy with the crowd
cause they share my passion
support at their first game.
"The fans got to see a good for the s-port," Smith said.
game," Smith said. "I think "There is a real truth in that
they saw college volleyball is passion and in our relationship. I am honored to be their
exciting."
Smith's outlook on the sea- coach."
Helping . to lead the Lady
son is completely optimistic.
Her only concerns were about Knights this year are seniors
by Jenny Duncanson

,.

•

,,.

•

.
•
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Lisa Peterson and Linda
Santiago, both of whom earned
second team honors in the AllAmerican Conference in 1990.
Three other seniors on the
squad will also add valuable
experience; Kathy Fill, Shannon Pack and Lori Wellbaum.
The last of the veterans is
sophomore Amy Perkins.
The tallest girl on the team
is 6-1 sophomore Debbie Batz,
who also plays basketball for
UCF. Three juniors have transferred in from comn_mnity colleges and will help to round out
the team. They are sisters Jill
and Julie Johnson and Aleicia
McElrath.
The team enters the season
with six freshmen including 510 Wendy Babb.
Babb saw considerable action in the team's exhibition
match against the University
of Michigan on Monday night
and showed the confidence of a
junior or senior.
The other freshmen are 5-6
Mariella Bonilla, 5-9 Dina
Francis, 5-11 Hollie Rumer, 58 Miriam Metzcus, 5-10 Adena
Morasch and 5-5 Cindi Wooley.
Smith recognizes a need for
stronger defense and better
blocking, but she feels her team
is more than ready to go the
distance.
"There is absolutely no doubt
in my mind of our greatest
strength," Smith said. "ltis the
commitment and determination
of the 18 girls who make UR this
team. I cannot stress that
enough. We all share a commitment to somethiRg·we love
dearly - the game of volleyball."

WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES!

WE ALSO DO:
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!
REEDY PLAZA- 10376 E. COLONIAL
MON-FRI 8 :30am-9pmSAT 9-6pm

.'

.,

282-6042

--10 VISITS Foa s29.9s
I MCIVISAIAMEXl

(SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS 'FREE)

September 5,

Ferocious $5
fanatics foil UCF
football fans' fun

~Y

20

Jamie Johnson

SPORTS EDITOR

Jµmie Johnson

. The UCFfootball team willjumpfrom .
takii:ig on a farnil'iar rival in Troy State
FREE THROWS
last week to a first time confrontation
with the James Madison Dukes this
he football team may have been weekend in Harrisonburg, Virginia.
One ofthe challenges that the Knights'
. victorious last Saturday night,
are
forced to face because of their ongobut UCF fans met their match
ing
attempt to climb up to Division I
· before the season opener against Troy
foo.tball
is playing new opponents every
State.
year.
The opposition wasn't from the tacky,
For the Knights the challenge is two
red-shirt-wearing Troy State fans and
in that their opponents have as
sided
boosters who traveled doWI1 from 'Barna
little time to prepare for the UCF brand _
either.
The true enemy of all who actually of football as UCF, has to prepare for
.
tried to cheer the Knights to victory was theirs.
The
James
Madison
squad
will
be.
the terrorist group that has apparently
takeri control of the parking situation even further.burdened by the fact that
their head coach Rjp Scherer is just bearound the Citrus Bowl.
ginning
his first year as a coach in I-AA UCF linebacker Rick Hamilton (42) grabs hold of Troy State quarterIf you went to the game, you know
football.
what we're talking about here. There are
•.
While UCF spent last Saturday night back Russ Young Saturday night. (Charles K.MorroVirrcFF)
two intimidatingfactions who have overto
overcome
the
Trojans
of
Troy,'
rallying
taken the parking-lots and neighborhoods that football fans must use to store - coach Scherer was being initiated into
Division I-AA with a 41-12 loss to Divitheir cars during UCF football game·s.
The first group is an organized army sion I -Virginia Tech.
"I didn't mind it," Scherer said. "It was
called the City of Orlando. The City is
particularly dangerous beC~use they have my first game as a coach so it was a heck
apparently declared open war on all.col- of a baptism. But it gave our players
lege student's financial lives by raising something to focus on through the preseason."
the fee to park in citv lots to $5.
Though the score seems to show that
Any rational mind can see that, though
the
Dukes were blown out last week,
it may be very costly for the city to station
those
who saw the game first hand deone employee per acre to extend their
it as a much closer contest.
scribe
hand out and collect our life savings, it
"The
score was i 4-6 at the half and it
·can't be that expensive.
was
21-12
late in the third quarter,"
Ifyou break it down, with hundreds'of
"We just got worn down
Scherer
said.
cars fillingup these grassyfields, it ~ould
from
a
depth
perspective, but look at
- only take a doll~r a ·car to pay for the
Georgia
Southern
building a big lead
approximately twenty employees who
Scherer, the son of a high school footand
Auburn
coming
back on them last and after that .they had a hard tim~
take. our money. Where do the other $4
moving
the
ball,"McDowell
said.
"Virball
coach, became the third head footweekend."
go? Let~s see some community support ·
ginia Tech was kind oflucky. The 41-12 ball coach in James Madison's 20 year
UCF
coach
Gene
McDowell
watched
here, Mayor Bill Frederick!
O.K, we'll give the city a dollar out of the game on films this week and agreed score is a deceptive score. That's not footb~i" history. He spent the last -two
really what the point spread should have
the five for their employees and maybe with Scherer. .
PREVIEW continued page 16
scor.~d first on them been."
"James
Madi.
s
on
another $2 for the depreciation of the
· lawn caused by hundreds of tires tearing
it to pieces. Three is questionable, $4 is
really pushing it, but five smackolas is
grand theft.
.
The other group is a guerilla force that
can not be pinned down ~o easily. These
are the neighborhood-families who waby Jenny Duncanson ·
Defensively, the team was
ter their lawns. by day but tum into
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
led by freshman Miriam
money craving entrepreneurs who rent
_ Metzcus. Metzcus came up with
. out their lawns by night. As you drive by
A new head coach lead the 10 of the 15 digs for the Lady
their lawns, they gesture wildly with
Lady Knights Volleyball team Knights.
their hands and scream out, "Parkin'
against the UniversityofMichi- .
"It was a good competition_,"
here! Park here for XXXX dollars!" You
ganinanexhibitionmatchMonMetzcus
said. 'We were a lot
can't miss them.
day night before 385 people.
more comfortable in the second
There is no formal regulation imposed
The Knights loss in ·three game and I think we did well."
to somehow control or put a cap on their
games with final scores of15-3,
Offensively, seniors Linda
prices, so by the time the first quarter is
15-10 and 15-3. However, nei- Santiago and Shannon Pack
beginning, late arrivals can p~y as much
thercoachfeltthescorereflected worked together to make 17 of
as a semester's tuition to get out of their
the tightness of the match.
the 26 kills for UCF. Santiago
cars. Is their any posibility of listing
"Ineverfelttherewasapoint feels the new coach had a lot to
parking at the Citrus Bowl on our finanin the gam.e when I could relax," do with that.
cial aid applications?
"She has had a big effect on
sa1dPeggyBradley-Dobbs,head
These people are apparently upset
coach forthe UniversityofMichi- us, I'm glad she came," Santiago
that thier home's location right ·smack
gan. "l never felt I could play said. "She's just everything. She
up against the Citrus Bowl insures that
anyone but my best players teaches us stuff that applies to
their lawns will be littered with popcorn
against UCF,"
on the court, but she teaches U$
bags and Pepsi cups following any sports
"I thought the match was a things off the court too. If she
event. Didn't theytealize this stuff when
tightmatch,"saidfirstyearUCF stays here, thi~ program will
they purchased their homes?
coach Laura Smith. "But I would only improve."
Perhaps if refreshments and prohave liked to' come out of the
Santiago is not the only one
grams were free, or even affordable, this
gate with a win."
with confidence in Smith.
kind of phenomena would be more ac-The Wolverines had not
"I know Laura Smith" Braceptable. With things the way they are
cl~sses
yet
and
came·
to
dley-Dobbs
said. "She w~ts to
started
now, we may be forced to ask President
Florida
looking
for
some
new
tum
this
into
a first-rate proBush to declare the Citrus Bowl parking
. competition.
gram and she will."
situation a national state of emergency.
"We wanted to get outside of
"What we want to do is win
. Don't these people understand that
our region rather than staying the conference championships,"
college students aren't the people tO go to
home," :aradely-Dobbs said. "I Santiago said. "With Coach
for some extra cash while the country is
played against Laura Smith in Smith we are capable of doing
going through a recession? Some of us
college so I didn't look past this this."
don't even remember what loan checks
UCF 6-0 senior Shannon Pack spikes the ball over
team. I see· nothing here but
great things."
FREE THROWS continued page 17 Aimee Smith of Michigan. (Charles K. MorrowrrcFF)
V-BALL continued page 16
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UCF Volleyball team leaps intO se&son
with.strong showing against Big 10 team

.
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ROSTER page 19
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Recapture the strange array of summer '91 movies

•
Arnold Schwarznegger, Edward Furlong and Linda Hamilton star in the indust~ sequel ''Terminator 2: J11:dgement Day." nr1-star).

HE SUMMER OF '91 HAS BEEN VERY

. ~ht@?flt GOOD FOR MOVIES. SOME LONG
·==·=·===·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·====

l
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AWAITED SEQUELS HAVE MET with
much approval from the public. Some new
i:;~,~jfo~
m·ovies have also turned into surprise hits, and
some very publicized movies have been very
disappointing. Herc is a summary of the summer movies .
~~~:rH~:

'·Terminator 2" -(4 1/2 stars) Schwarzenegger is back
and better then ever in this blockbuster sequel to the smash
1984 hit ''The Tenninator." This movie has some of the
most expensive special effects ever used in a movie, arid
they were worth every penny because it delivers an action
filled adventure that keeps your attention. until the end.
Two tenninators are sent back this time, one to tenninate
Sarah's now IO-year-old son John, and one to protect him
at all costs.
"Thelma and L(>uise" -(4 stars) Geen a Davis and Susan
Sarandon are modem day outlaws as they make a run for
the border and away from the police in this surprising
winner of a movie. This movie is simple but effective. It's Bill Murray and Richard ·Dreyfuss slap it up in the comedy "What About Bob?" (fouchstone).
humor comes from watching these two ordinary women
now involved in criminal situations. The drama comes boss who teaches the cityslickers to be cowboys. This a good movie, but the plot was just plainly told. Good
from how they feel and act about life now that their life has movie also has a message: don't give up on life because perfonnances were given by RobenDeNiro, Kurt Russell
and Donald Sutherland as an old pyromaniac still locked
you are the only person who can control yours.
been turned upside down.
up
for his crimeS.
_
"Cityslickers" -(4 stars) Billy Crystal heads up a pack ''Backdraft" -(3 stars) Kurt Russell and Robert DeNiro
"Regarding
Henry"
-(3
stars)
Harrison
Ford gives a
of urban businessmen out to herd cattle across the west. are firemen looking for a pyromaniac in this better than
The best thing about this movie is comedy. Jack Palance average drama with plenty of fire fighting scenes. There is
MOVIES continued page C4
gives an excellent perfonnance as,the old cowboy road nothing wrong with this movie; it has all the elements of

..................................................................................................
-
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·Cynic American author indulges his poetic license over the past decade
By Bill Cushing
WhenEdDornreleasedhis
1968 book "Gunslinger," it .
was something of a modern
American epic poem. Now, in
"Abhorrences," Dorn gives us
an overview of the previous
decade in America as only
Dorn can.
"I don't
think the
eighties
w e r e
particularly
abhorrent,
they were specifically
abhorrent," Dorn told writer
Kevin Bezner in an interview
published in the Columbus
Dispatch. ''Itwassoabhorrent
that its velocity is still with
us." · .
Arranged chronologiCally,
with varying degrees of
accuracy in notating the date
ofeach piece, Dorn covers such
topics as morals, social values,
personalities and, of course,
politics.
"I never worried about it
being too political because
that's one thing that is so
sorely missi.11gf..Y'OmAmerican
poetics," Dorn said. "My
interest in politics derives
from how it reveals .h uman
hypocrisy and self interest."
He covers such news topics

.
of the '80~ as Reagan's stance
on prayer in the schools
("Wait Till the Christians
Hear About This!"), a new
viewofeco-polemics (''World
View Sc;>lipsized"), the legal
system (''The crime depends
on the judge"), political
correctness("America,really,
No Kidding, the Be~utiful"),
patriotism ("Hate Without
Style") and · government
("Lackey stacked upon
lackey").
AIDS shows up several
times, even developing into a
variation Dorn labels as
HELPS (Heritable Endemic
Longrange
Poverty
Syndrome).
Internationalrelationsare
covered nicely in the
simplicity of "Rushdie
Bumpe.r ~ticker" which
consists of two words: "Hit
Me!" In "For.eign Policy;
another cheap import," Dorn
asks, "Why not let North
Korea/do our middle east
policy?/It would be cheaper/
and better made."

While it's a book about
politics, it also deals with
people, . although not
particularly their better
nature. In ''The Differently
Abled," he talks. about 'The
EigJities inventiveness/in
pseudo-categories." The
typical
American
· compulsiveness for wasteful
indulgence is reflected as one
ofDorn's narrators claims, "I
want to heat power./Big,
smooth,/twelve cylinder
power."
Our
obsessive
consumerism is also in "Eat ·
All You Want" where·he says
"Fake Fat/is the most/
brilliant solution/of the 20th
century."
He observes geographical
idiosyncrasies in poems such
as "An Exception for
Courtroom Behavior'' as he
notes that "In Sparks,
Nevada/p~ople should be
allowed/to show.up drunk."
While most of the work is
short (brevity being the soul
ofwit),"Abhorrences"stillhas
plentyofextendedandlyrical
pieces. "Recollections of
Advice to Whiteguys" is a'
_parodyofKipling's famous ''If'
and begins with the maxim:
(fBe observant of people
·
DORN continues page C4 Dorn lyricizes many topics in his newest release.
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'Blood in the Face' gives an
.objective view on racist beliefs
by Sabrina Covington

·

Throughout history, it has
always been the advantage of the
opposition to know the power and
strategic intellect of their enemy.
'I;his new, compelling book
"BloodintheFace" givesainside
look into a world most people
could never witness.
"Blood in the Face" is adocumentary type book on the far
right: the Klu Klux Klan, Aryan
Nations, Nazi Skinheads and the
Rise of aNew White Culture. The
book gives an historic view as well
as the current agenda of each
group:
James Rigdgeway gives you a
window inside ofrallies and shows
you things you will very rarely see
on prime time TV. This book aims
toletthethe cultureofthefarright
speak for itself, in the writings,
sennons, last words, statemeRts,
cartoons and creeds of its
participants, as this political and
cultural phenomenon can be
examined directly.

KIDS NEED
THE
BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED
YOUR HELP.

·~
BOYS CLUBS
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

There are very chflling
incidents revealed in this book,
such as the case in which a young
boy was murdered by Posse
Comitatus leader Mike Ryan. It
was revealed at the trial that Ryan
had rµurdered the five-year-old
boy because he thought the child
was a "mongrel" The child's
mother supposedly had sex with
an "Indian."
The book gets it title from the
belief that the true test of a white
man is that when he smiles, blood
rushes to his cheek. Here are other
beliefs of the Far Right "Christian
Identity, the theory that AngloSaxons are descended from the ten
lost Tribes of Isreal.
Despite this book being an
outlet for a betterview forthe right
wing, it is swprisingly objective
and very in-depth with concerns
of these various organizations.
I strongly reconunend this book
not only for whites but for all races.
It is always good to know yourself,
butevenbettertokn9wyomenemy.

The cont~versial click of skinheads, displ~ring their like for violence. (Charles Morrow/TCFF).

THE RIVER, THE PARK, THE ':fREES.~.
THE DIFFERENCE.
. LOCATED JUST
MINUTES
FROM UCF
ON DEAN ROAD,
- JUST NORTH OF
COLONIAL (HWY 50)
CALL TODAY 381-2222

[BRAND NEW! I

APARTMENTS .

LARGE 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
RIVER & LAKE VIEWS
POOL & JACUZZI
INDOOR RACQUETBALL
TENNIS
FITNESS CENTER

•

The Club that beats the _
streets.

•
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arts and quire blast off while Lewis plunges
(Marcy)
Mashi.111a, the

I

~

~ ~ j-~·
rythmicbassist ~
~Al

•
• The Blue Hearts
Title: Blast Off!
Producer: Sejiki Murata
Label: Juggler Records

•

•

There is a new band on the
scene called the Blue Hearts. The
Blue Hearts emerged from
Tokyo's "live House" (club) circuit
with ablisteringfirstalbum in 1987.
The Bhie Hearts introduced
themselves to a whole new legion
of American fans duringtheirfirst
slate-side club tour in September
of 1990. The response to the
band's high energy performance
style was immediate and positive,
resulting -in various media
attention, including"MTVNews"
and ''The Weck in Rock."
The group is lead by Hiroto
Kohmoto and gui taristMasatoshi

•

•
•
•

_

_.!..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Junnosuke ·
•
(Kawa)
Kawaguchi
J'
and drummer
Tetsuya (Kaji) Kajiwara.
The group also has insights for
the future. "Someday, if we feel it
is necessary and when we feel the
time is right, we might sing
something in English," Marcy said
in a press release. "But fornow, we
have to remain true to ourselves."
The album has a variety of
styles, from moderate to hard rock
and a taste of trash. This album is
great for anyone who can
appreciate good music, especially
hard rock.
-Sabrina Covington

• Creatures of Habit
Artist: Billy Squire
Producer: Godfrey Diamond and
Billy Squire
Label: EMI Records
Billy is described as an "honest"
rockmusicianwithatruesincerity
to his music. True, maybe,
considering he did jam with Jimi
Hendrixbackiri 1970anddid work
with KISS manager Bill Aucoin
irl the 1970s.
Squire's solo career topped its
leapingstartbackin 1980. Thehits.~
"The Stroke" and "My Kinda
Lover" followed quickly,
establishing him as a platinum
performer.
''CreaturesofHabit''ismpreof
what Squire is known best for, a
little electric guita~ messed
·together with melody. He sounds
like a mellowed Ozzy Osbourne
orperhapsalittlemorerowdyRod
Stewart. Hismusicfall$ in between
the two. Squire writes all his songs.
"She Goes Down" is probably the
best on the album, and if you
haven't heard it on the radio
already, you probably have no idea
who Billy Squire is anyway.
Twosongslater, "Hollywood"
has an upbeat start and is another
song about the illusions of the
limelight and the glimmer that is
moreglitterthangold.Squirehas

--------'"-"=-===-------------~.

•

Parking sticker tip: Use a r_azor
blade to make horizonal or
vertical cuts _on your sticker
·after it is on your car to
• prevent someone from peeling
off your sticker.
Submitted by: Jesse James (senior,design engineering)

SPEND AYEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Te~hing Pro~m

Ifyou have an excellent knowledge of English, hold a ·
bachelor's degree (or will receive one by August,

•

1992), and area U.S. citizen, the J.E.T. Program
needs you! Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and
government offices.'

•
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this uniqueabilityto incorporate a
hard rock beat with pol? music.
Squire still maintains his New
York rock club image. He's one
~ L!"'·: r • • , l\TPw York musicians
that haven 'tleft for the California
coast. As a whole, "Creatures of
Habit"isworththetimeifyoulike
Squire's past work. It is a
continuation. Nothing oh it is too
far off his usual .
This album cjoes prove that
Squire has kept bis pace into the
90s. Squire has sold over 11
millionalbumsinthepastdecade.
This album shows that it is an
example of that magic.
-by Josiah Baker

I! Hard-At Plav
Artist: Huey Lewis And The

Ne\y.;
·
Producer: Bill Schnee and Huey
Lewis And The News ·
Label: EMI Records
First, Huey and the band are
·coming to Orlando on the Sept.8.
Second, the News' members love
to still play in small clubs, and there
might bea possible impromptu gig
at a club - but it's just a rumor.
Anyhow, "HardAtPlay"isthe

most recent of a string of best
selling albums that began with the
"Sports" album that reached
number one in June of 1984. It
sold nine million copies with songs
such as "The Heart of Rock and
Roll" and "The Power of Love," ·
which was nominated for an Oscar
as partofthesound trackfor"Back
To The Future."
"Fore" and "Small World"
followed with a tour of stadium
playing and ~orldwide exposure.
The News became huge but
refused to let success ruin their
original club-like image. After the
1988 tour, the News returned to
their San Fransisco base for a rest.
The News has refused to leave its
original R&B format. "Hard At
Play" is a return to the .original
News.
Huey Lewis starts with a
hannonicasoloin "Build Me Up."
The music is a little slow, but s<till
faster than Steve Winwood. Like
inthepast, theNewsutilizesalittle
sax- a."rtd maintains a constant
keyboard presence. TheNews also
tries to blend in various styles to
keep a certain level of originality
in their work. "Best of Me"
reminds me of a Billy Joel song
without the piano, with Lewis'
mellow voice and a steady beat
with a splash of sax and keyboard.
Lewis writes or co-writes most
of the songs with guitarist Chris
Hayes.
"Hard At Play" is a new tum
for the News. If you are afap, it's
worth a listen. If you 're looking
for something that isn't a drum
machine or too jarring, this could
be a good ehoice.
,
-by Josiah Baker
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MOVIES
FROM PAGE Cl

good performance as a greedy,
power hungry lawyer. After he
gets shot and gets amnesia, he
realizes he does not like who he
was. The recovery part was
underplayed as ifhe were not badly
hurt. The rest of the movie works
but leaves the question, 'what
made Henry tum away from his
life?' Contact with his old job and
friends and how he lived should
have brought back his memories.
''Bill and Ted's Bogus Journey"
- (3 stars) Keanu Reeves and
Alex Winter are back as the air
guitar playing excellentmusicians
who this time battle God :md The
Grim Reaper and try to preseive
the:freedomforfuturegenerations.
The movie has some very funny
scenes involving'fheGrimReaper
and how Bill and Ted get away
from him. If you liked the first
installment, give the second ony a
try. It is a little more thought out
than the first movie.
.
''WhatAboutBob?''- :, '.t'i s)
Bill Murray plays a neurotic,
obsessive person who is afraid _of
the whole world and life itself.
Richard Dreyfuss is the
· psych?logist who gets followed
" v rywhere and driven crazy by
this patjent. Murray and Preyfuss
areveryfunnytogetherinthisfilin.
Murray's ultimate quest for a
psychiatric cure is a great contrast

DORN
. FROMPAGEC2
around you;/Anyone could be
terrorist."
"Ode on the Facelifting of
the 'statue' of Liberty" is
rhythmic and powerful;
another ode of sorts is given
to the American spy of the
'80s, John Power, in ''When
Values Get Relative, Value
Gets Going."
''Rough Passage on I-80" is
a Kerouac- ~ike pilgrimage
into America's heart which
quotes radio ads.
But don't think that Dorn
is preaching from _a soapbox.
He realizes the hypocrisy in
all of us and it is with an
unjaundiced eye that he
notes, "Sometimes, there is
nothing/so demented as the
rhetorical."
As he told B~zner, "The
-greed of poetry is just as
reprehensible as anything
else, because you'd use the last
tree to write it."

The young Elizabeth (Ashley Peldon) plays with her imaginary friend Drop Dead Fred (Rik Mayall). (New Line).
to Dreyfuss' desire to get away
with his family for a vacation.
"Rocketeer" - (3 stars) In the
1940s a one-man rocket unit is
stolen and a young pilot finds it.

He then becomes involved ina plot
ofnational espionage. hhas a very
simple storyline, set in a very
simple setting, but is nicely done.
Timothy Dalton, the most recent

James Bond, gives a good
performan~e as lhe viliain
disguised as a 1940s movie star.
"Drop Dead Fred" - (3 stars)
This movie is anexamplq of a low

budget sleeper that was better than
some of the big bt:ldg~t films.
Phoebe Cate~ plays a woman
MOVIES continued page CS

"l~YOUNE

DWD KTD
GET THROUI _HSCHOOL,
YOU N DTD SEE UPS:'
"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by mysel·f, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 ~year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year -for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules:..-mornings, or nights_ My
work hours fit around my class hours.
Most students work in Operations. But you
might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, 1.s: or Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to,get your diploma."

Buckle Up .

Applicants are being considered · for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job pl~cement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
·
M/F

I ¥RI
Because life is the

greatest gift

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

ruP~ 1

DEUV _RS EDUCATION
·.

•

•
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Word up, new hip hop sounds flood the musical market
By Abdul Rahmon

~

o

Waas sappaning? Yo Dukes,
in case you haven't heard about
all the music on the market, I'm
gonna run some of them down to
you:
"niggas 4 Life" - N.W.A.
"Dela Soul ls Dead" De
la Soul
"I Need a Haircut " - Biz
Markie
"Fear of a Black Planet" Public Enemy
"From Pyramids to Projects"
- Two kings in a cipher
"Let The Rhythm Hit 'Em" Eric B and Rakim
"Amefi.KKI<;as Most Wanted"
-,- Ice Cube
"Bag It and Bone It " U.T.F.O.
"Back from Hell" - Run
D.M.C.
So as you sec, there are plenty of
funky tapes on the market for all
you hip hop gangstas. Be advised
that lyrics like "I'm kicking shit
called street knowledge, why are
MARKET continued page C7

Ed OG and Da Bulldogs a:re a prime example of the new age Hip Hop movement.

(Mercury)
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IMt• Rll"
IS BACK!

COme Out of Your Shell
and Be a Star!
ll

'

Tuesdays, Septemb~r l Othrough
October 15
Sign ups begin at 6 p .m. ..
First prize: Trip for 2 to Hawa11.

Dancer Search!
. Auditions for Club MTV!
Mannequins 7 p.m. Mondays,
September 16 through October 7
18 and older to audition or
just party in Mannequins from
7-9 p.m. Limited space
available .

Four winners receive a
trip to New York to
dance on Club MTV.

STAY TUNED TO

and

w'I
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- whose imaginary friend comes
back to see her now that she is an
adult. Rik Miyall, who portrayed
the character of Vivian in the
British comedy spoof' The Young
Ones," plays the title character as
the irresponsible kid in an adult
body very well. He still has ·the
playful spirit of a child and has·
come back to see if she wants to
play.
"NakedGun21/2:TheSmellof
Fear'' - (3 stars) Leslie Neilsen
reprises his role as Det. Frank
Drebin of Police Squad. Drebin is
back with his bumbling, stumbling
brand ofpolice wo·rk butnotmuch
else. Thewholemovieisonefunny
bitlinked to anotherfunny bit, and
it seemed a little weak on plot.. If
you like the Police Squad type of
humor, than you'll love this.
"Switch" - (2 stars) What
happens when a man who uses
women as sex objects all his life is
murdered by the woman h·e
victimized? That is the main
question of this movie. The man
gets reincarnated as a woman in
orderto find one woman who liked
him so he can get into Heaven.
Th.is movie also explores what it
would be like for a m'Ul to live in a
womari's body. Jobeth Williams
plays the woman whomurde.redhim
in the beginning and must help him
- when he comes back.
''Point Break" -(2 stars) Patrick
Swayze and Keanu Reeves give ~
av.erage perfonnances in a movie so .
muddled with plot twists that it can't
decide what is happening. A few
good action scenes cannot support a
movie on its own. More work on the
script, soi t only has one plot, would
help this movie tremendously.
''Robin Hood"- (1 star)Isthismovie
supposed to be a parody of Robin
Hood? Did Kevin Costnerevenlook
at the script or think about his
character, his voice, how he would
portray himself or anything before
they started shooting? Good
~rfonnanc.esweregivenby Morgan
Freeman and Alan Rickman, but
Robin Hood for the most part was a
serious disappoinunent in film
making.
\

>;,..,
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lli.bel Cenhicity uses musical expression
By Abdul Rahmon
When you speak of tribal, we are talking about
the groups that go back to the motherland, such _as
The Jungle Brothers, A Tribe Called Quest, De la
Soul, Professor X, The Overseer and Brother J. These
brothers take you back to basics in their music.
Meaning, they make you think about where you
came from and where you are going. Personaly, I'm
going to the East blackwards, sissyyyyyyy.
Lyrics such as' 'teaching those actors and actresses
who
write a couple of lines on what black is, really
then they label me as sin
when a brother just speaks from within
I guess I'm blacker then the shadow
in the darlcest ally
tµat they're always scared to go in ,boo."
These lyrics really make you think about what
is going on. That's right, our music is the biggest
fonn of expression that we have: Too many people in
the mainstream are all too eager to jump on the
bandwagon and claim that th~y·~ down. But if you
askthemtonameonecityinA:frica,theywouldprobably
answer, J~ca. So if y(:)u front like you down with the
tribe, do yourself a favor and get schooled.
We have been pushed out of the public for so
long we came up with our own form of speaking.
So,-remember, you can try to keep us down, but you
can't keep us put. This is prbcted by the red, the
black and the green with a key sissyyyyy.

Too-Short and Krs-One have differe!lt styles, but both push moral and political messages. (Jive).
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TIAAreceivedA+ from A.M. Best Co.,
AAA &om Standard & Poor' sand Aaa
from Moody's Investors Service. These
ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying
ability, exceptional financial strength,.
superior investment performance, and low
expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return
and opportunity for di~dends,.TIAA is
one of less than ten companies, out of

•

•

2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.

..

CREF. FOUR MORE LETIERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversif1cation, there's the CREF variabl e annuitv
with four different in.v estment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest pr ivate retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70 years of experience serving the
education' commun ity. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TlAA-CR.EF.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER-PERFECT.

"'

·.S"

..

I

BEJ70RE-TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
. TO-ANY COMP~ ASI{ FOR
SOME ,LETTERS.OF REFERENCE.
y u put more than just your savings
into a retirement company. You put
in your trust and hopes for the future,
too. So before you choose one, ask some
questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound
is its overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of ind ependent analysts.
Th ree companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

•
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&
I including a St•<'<"lill Rq1orl on rIJ\J\ invest men!~ .
~bi~ '.h.i s rnupon tn: T l r\ ,.\-CREI~ ~)cpt._QC.
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I ,-:rn lh1rdAvenue, NewYork , N'r 1001 1. 0r ea ll
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I l 800-842-2733, Ext. 801 6.
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gettmg back together. The
groupsays its going back to the
basics. Which is for 2 Live
Crew a strong bass line,
slammin' beats and sampling
with perfect timing. Look for it
in the stores coming later this fall.
Too Short is still going on
strong with his album "Short
Dog's in the House." The _
album is explicit on some songs,
but like Too Short says "I
might talk a little nasty when
I'm rapping the mike, but
there's always a little truth to

is

MARKET
more niggas in the penn,then in
college" and ''No, I'm not going
out that way, I'm just a straight up
NJ.double G.A."
Keep an eye out for the new
Public Enemy new album which
is suppose to release in
september. Public Enemy
promises that this album will be
even more political amd deeper
than any on the market.
Rumor has it that 2 live crew

whatlsay.
For all of you who like there
rap New York style, KMD's new
album is right up your alley. If _
you'renotfamilarwith the name,
you should be deprutely familar
with his face . K1vID appeared in
3rd Bass video. "Gasface." and
keep a look out for him in his
own video.
Warning, these songs contain
lyrics that may offend some
people, but thaf s because they
are scared to face reality. So
until next time, see you, and I
wouldn't ~ant to be you.

Brand Nubian, are the new five percenters of rap. (Elektra) ..

and

UNe
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THE BRAND NEW HEAV~ES
The Brand.New Heavies

BIG AUDIO DlNAMllE II
·

THE GlOBE
Including :

' RUSH I INNOCENT

••

Produced by Mick Jon~s "'

1

. 11-·

/ KOOL-AID

1~~ 1~,,?.. and o.J. Shapps
including:

UNTIL SHE coMES
THERE'S A WORLD
DON'T BE A GIRL
INMV HEAD •
Produced by S=~c ~t~;.

C~~~;~l~c

ou~

.

=·

.
,
.
0
99
1
(Jl
CD

·699
. CS

-~ · 80\llDftR

pc QUEST
HEADLINERE;CORDS
.
At....
features.
@Ill"" SJ Can I CAii You My c;i1tt
After The Su•IMf'• Cione

liiiiiil
t==1

A

~ fujf (' )'.} //!/(!II

SIOUXSIE _AND TH~ ~ANSHEES
·-

..

Supei'S~. ~EFFE,!!,

-

..

,..•~

THE KLF

~•c.
~I..

White Room

'.

· James ·

ARISTA ·

NEMESIS

.

Munchies _For ~our Bass

CHESNEY HAWKES
.

TH~ ONE ANO ~~t~1v.

CROWDED HOUSE

Featuring The&O~~itillQ For The Night
I' m A Man Not A Bov

.

'

..

r;M1Y5.Lr:arJ

Woodface

.··~~

·~ ~

~

PRETTY BLUE WORLD
INCLUDES '1'LPLC?,~~~~~~°t?~~IRLFRIEND"

" HEAVEN'S HIG!IESTH

HIRlllas

MUSIC. MOVIES AND 'MORE

• 303 E. Altamonte Dr. in Renaissance Centre 339.7773

(rr-111,1.Jl)I;l ;U: t•l'UJ].
YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT STORE
Sele ends September 17th. Quantities llmlted.

S~6061

THOUSAND.
OF VIDEO
RENTALS

I

All membership requirements apply.

~
EVERY

DAV

C8
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